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The idea behind The Good Boiler Guide is simple: To explain everything you need to know

about central heating and boilers - as well as how to spot unscrupulous tradesmen - in one

easy guide.It's been written by an experienced heating engineer in plain English for normal

people to understand, not engineers.In the Good Boiler Guide, you'll learn...*What Central

Heating is,*How to weed out cowboy installers, right from the very first phone call,*7 ways you’ll

benefit from a heating upgrade,*The hidden reasons why buying cheap could land you in

trouble,*Which type of heating system is best for you,*The weird reason why your water mains

can restrict your choice of boiler,*How you can knock up to 15% off your heating bills every

year for under £200,*The 3 kinds of boilers explained – and which one is best for you,*Who

really makes the best boilers,*The hidden danger that can ruin a new boiler within weeks —

and how you can prevent it,*The truth about guarantees and why they’re not all the same,*How

to find a great installer – and make cowboy fitters run a mile,*Discover what makes a good

quote, and how to avoid expensive legal disputes,*The fast and simple way to compare quotes

(Hint: it’s not all about price).It's over 10,000 words of information gleaned from years of

experience in the heating business.The guide's sole aim is to help you, the buyer, find not only

a suitable boiler, but a nice, honest and competent installer - all without spending a fortune.It

goes from the beginning of the buying process - from working out which system is best for you

- right up to picking the best from your shortlist of installers at the end.Think of it as a

knowledgeable friend who leads you through every step of your central heating upgrade.
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33 Foreword Hello… I’m George Lane – I’m a Gas Safe registered heating engineer and been

in the heating business since I was 19.I’ve written this book because too many unqualified and

misinformed heating installers are letting customers like you down.I feel the best way to solve

this problem is to help you, dear reader, so that you can make an informed decision when you

upgrade your heating system, and spot the rogue traders for yourself.I hope after reading this

little book, you’ll be armed with the information you need to get the perfect heating system –

and find a great installer.Welcome Over 2000 years ago there was a mighty kingdom called

Goguryeo, (now Korea). The people there kept warm with a system called Ondol. The smoke

from their stoves warmed their floors in the colder months of the year.This primitive system

was the first recorded central heating system in history.Today, central heating is a little more

refined – it’s safe, efficient and easy to use. And it’s only going to get better. In the coming

years technologies like solar heating, ground source heat, air recovery units and remote

diagnostics will become commonplace.But for this guide, let’s focus on what’s available now for

a typical home, without spending a fortune.This report has everything you need to know before

you upgrade your boiler or your heating system.You won’t find any jargon or techno-babble

here, just plain English explanations of everything you need to know - including practical advice

on how to choose the right system, find the best installers, and which manufacturers are

best.You won’t find blatant sales pitches here either - although I do have a vested interest in

writing this guide.Let me explain…You see, because I own a heating company, I’d like you to

have all the facts about central heating and heating installers before you buy.How come?Well,

if you’re able to tell the difference between the good, the bad and the down-right atrocious

installers – you’ll know a good installer when you meet one. And you’ll be able to spot the

dodgy ones a mile off.After reading this I hope you’ll consider my company to quote you for

your heating upgrade when you’re ready.Anyway, let’s get started with the basics:What Is

Central Heating? Central heating – as you probably know – is a way of keeping your home

warm by using a central source of energy, usually a boiler. That heat-energy moves around

your home through pipes and heats your radiators that, in turn, warm up your home.Most

central heating systems give you hot water as well. The heat-energy from your boiler heats up

a hot water tank (usually in your airing cupboard) to give you hot water for baths, showers and

washing up.(Some people’s boilers heat-up the hot water inside the boiler – these are called

combination – or ‘combi’ boilers.)7 Reasons To Upgrade Your Central Heating System I’d

wager you already have a heating system that does everything I’ve described above. So if it’s

working, why replace your boiler or your whole system?Here are the 7 most common

reasons:Save money on gas. If you’ve got an old boiler with a pilot light, old radiators, timer

and thermostat, 45p of every £1 you spend on gas is wasted. Whichever way you look at it,

that’s a terrible waste. If you upgraded your boiler, controls – and maybe even your radiators –

at least 92p in every £1 you spend will be put to good use. Only 8p or less would be wasted.

That’s quite a saving – and when you add it up over a year, you could save over £250. On



average, that’s an extra £25 per month in your pocket to spend on the nicer things in life, not

gas.Save money on breakdowns. Older boilers tend to break down more often than new boilers

– and when they do, the problem is usually more serious and expensive.There’s a myth that

new boilers are more complex making them more liable to go wrong. With low quality boilers,

that may be the case. But with good quality boilers, the opposite is true. They’re designed with

minimal moving parts and all the necessary moving parts are designed to last for as long as

possible.Quality control these days is also much better than it was 30 years ago. German

boilers like Worcester Bosch use the same quality control processes that Porsche use to build

their car’s engines. When did you last see a broken down Porsche?More powerful showers and

faster filling baths. When we think about central heating, most of us think about radiators. But

did you know your central heating determines how good (or bad) your hot water is? An added

benefit of upgrading your central heating is piping hot powerful showers and hot baths that fill

in minutes.Never run out of hot water. Have you ever ran a bath or switched on the shower and

realised you’ve ran out of hot water? With an upgraded heating system, you’ll never run out of

hot water again. When a system is properly designed and set up, you’ll always have lovely hot

water for whatever you want, whenever you need it.Create more space. It doesn’t matter

whether you live in a one bedroom apartment or a 6 bedroom house, we all crave more space.

And when you upgrade your central heating, there are plenty of opportunities to create more

room in your home.Modern boilers can be installed out of the way in places like lofts, airing

cupboards or garages. Some boilers, like combi boilers, need no tanks or cylinders either,

which instantly creates space in your airing cupboard and loft.
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are plenty of opportunities to create more room in your home.Modern boilers can be installed

out of the way in places like lofts, airing cupboards or garages. Some boilers, like combi

boilers, need no tanks or cylinders either, which instantly creates space in your airing cupboard

and loft.Add a touch of style to your home. Modern radiators don’t have to be long horizontal

hunks of metal. You’ve got a great choice of stylish vertical radiators that take up less room –

leaving more space for you to use, while making your home look great.Never worry about

switching the heating on again. Everything takes care of itself all year round, so you’ll never

feel chilly and need to turn the heating up. Furthermore, you’ll never use more gas than you

need to stay warm and cosy.That’s because modern heating controls use computer technology

and inside and outside sensors to keep your home at the perfect temperature all year

round.Clocks changed? No problem, your controls will automatically adjust. Want to change

the temperature or programs? It’s easy – if you can use an iPod or Sky TV, you’ll find these

controls a breeze. Why The Cheap Option Isn’t Always The Best Option Along with replacing

your kitchen or bathroom, upgrading your central heating is one of the most important and

expensive things you can do to your home.But with central heating – unlike a new bathroom or

kitchen – it’s hard to see where your money goes. Most things are tucked away under

floorboards or in cupboards. So all you see for your money is a few pipes and radiators! This

makes it difficult to tell the difference between a cheap, nasty heating system – and high quality

one.So what’s the difference between a Rolls Royce and an old banger of a system?There are

5 main factors: Factor 1. Design and consultation. It doesn’t matter if you’re replacing your

boiler or your whole heating system – it’s important to get something that’s “just right” for you.

Because if you don’t, you could be living with a badly designed heating system for decades

(modern boilers can last 15 years and new systems in excess of 25 years).So what happens if

your system is badly designed? You’ll be too cold in the winter months, radiators may take

ages to heat-up or not heat up at all, some rooms will be too hot but others will be too cold,

your hot water may only be luke-warm in the winter months, or even just dribble out – and

plenty of other niggly things like clicking or creaking pipes.But if you take the time to work out

exactly what you need and what’s best for your home, you’ll save time, money and frustration in

the future. That’s why it’s essential to find a good heating company you can trust in the early

planning stages of your project. They’ll give you helpful ideas, investigate any technical

obstacles and guide you through the whole process of picking the perfect heating

upgrade. Factor 2. Materials used.The boiler is the heart of your heating system and the better

your boiler, the longer it’ll last.Good quality German boilers should last around 15 years before

they need replacing, whereas cheaper, lower quality ones may only serve you for 5 – 7 years.

Quite a difference.Radiators – even though they’re simple components, vary enormously in

quality and price. Cheaper radiators don’t go through the rigorous testing that the higher quality

ones do, so the manufacturers daren’t guarantee them for as long as the better ones.Heating

controls that regulate room temperature and tell your heating when to switch on or off vary in

quality as well. The good ones are easy to use and last as long as your boiler. The cheaper

ones are temperamental, hard to use and don’t last half as long. Then there are the less

obvious, hidden materials in your heating system: The things you’d never usually notice, unless

they go wrong. A good example of this is thermostatic radiator valves, the things that are fitted

to your radiator and help control the room’s temperature. Did you know there’s only one brand

whose valves don’t eventually stick and stop your radiator from working?Also, did you know

there are two kinds of radiator vents? One is built into the radiator and the other is removable.

Removable vents are better because if the vent ever starts to leak, you simply need to change

the vent, not the whole radiator.Then there’s the copper pipe used to connect your boiler,



cylinder, radiators – and everything else. Most tradesmen think otherwise, but all copper pipe is

not alike. In fact the cheap copper pipe is diluted with other metals, such as tin, and the walls of

the pipes are thinner – making it liable to split. Whereas the “black label” copper pipe meets

with the stringent European standard EN1057, comes with a 25 year guarantee and has

thicker walls.
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